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Abstract
The local atomic order of an amorphous Ga50Se50 alloy produced by mechanical
alloying (MA) was studied by the extended x-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS) and x-ray diffraction (XRD) techniques and by reverse Monte Carlo
(RMC) simulations of its total x-ray structure factor. The coordination numbers
and interatomic distances for the first neighbours were determined by means of
EXAFS analysis and RMC simulations. The RMC simulations also furnished
the partial pair distribution functions GRMC

Ga−Ga(r), GRMC
Ga−Se(r) and GRMC

Se−Se(r).
The results obtained indicated that there are important differences among the
local structure of the amorphous Ga50Se50 alloy produced by MA and those of
the corresponding crystals, since there are Se–Se pairs in the first coordination
shell of the amorphous alloy that are forbidden in the Ga50Se50 crystals.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

In the recent years there has been an increase in the number of applications related to nonlinear
optical materials. However, the desired properties concerning such applications, such as
optical homogeneity, laser damage threshold, stability of the compound upon exposure to
laser beam, ease of fabrication, improved mechanical strength and the possibility of making
large crystals, are difficult to find in a single material. Gallium selenide (GaSe) has a number
of interesting properties for electrical and nonlinear optics applications [1–3]. Crystalline
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GaSe is a semiconductor of the III–VI family like GaS and InSe and it has a layered graphite
type structure with a fourfold layer, in the sequence Se–Ga–Ga–Se. The crystal cleaves very
easily along the layers [1]. At room temperature, the layers are bound by weak van der Waals-
type interactions. The weakness of this interaction explains the existence of a number of
polytypes [4]. Ga50Se50 alloys can be prepared by the melting,vapour deposition and molecular
beam epitaxy techniques [5–8]. These techniques have had very limited success because they
do not have control over the kinetics and morphology. In addition, due to the low melting points
of the elemental Ga (30 ◦C) and Se (217 ◦C) and the high vapour pressure of Se above 600 ◦C it
is difficult to obtain Ga–Se alloys at specific compositions. On the other hand, the mechanical
alloying (MA) technique [9] can be used to overcome these difficulties since the temperatures
reached in MA are very low, which reduces reaction kinetics, allowing the production of
poorly crystallized or amorphous materials [10–13] even if the constituents of the alloy have
low melting points, as in the case of gallium and selenium. In a recent paper [14] the formation
of an amorphous Ga50Se50 alloy (a-Ga50Se50) by MA was studied as a function of the milling
time by using x-ray diffraction (XRD), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and Raman
scattering (RS) techniques. The results indicated that after 3 h of milling a crystalline alloy was
formed. A crystalline-to-amorphous transition occurs with the sample and after 10 h of milling
no further structural changes could be detected with x-ray diffraction. Some features of the RS
data measured after 10 and 15 h of milling are interesting; for instance there is a Raman band
at 235 cm−1, which is usually associated with A1 and E modes of Se chains [15–19], but the
DSC measurement does not indicate amorphous (a-Se) or crystalline (c-Se) selenium. Since
our previous study of Ge30Se70 alloy [20] indicated that it has an unexpectedly high quantity
of Se–Se pairs in the first coordination shell, we were interested in studying the local atomic
structure of a-Ga50Se50 to determine coordination numbers, interatomic distances and bond
angle distributions and to verify whether this alloy also has Se–Se pairs in the first coordination
shell, since its crystalline counterparts do not allow this possibility. In order to accomplish this
study, we made extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) and XRD measurements
on it, and its XRD pattern was simulated by using the reverse Monte Carlo simulation (RMC)
technique [21–24]. From the simulations we obtained the partial pair distribution functions
GRMC

Ga−Ga(r), GRMC
Ga−Se(r) and GRMC

Se−Se which allow us to calculate the desired quantities.

2. Theoretical background

2.1. Structure factors

2.1.1. Faber and Ziman structure factors. According to Faber and Ziman [25], the total
structure factor S(K ) is obtained from the scattered intensity per atom Ia(K ) through

S(K ) = Ia(K )− [〈 f 2(K )〉 − 〈 f (K )〉2]

〈 f (K )〉2

=
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

wi j(K )Si j(K ), (1)

where K is the transferred momentum, Si j (K ) are the partial structure factors andwi j(K ) are
given by

wi j (K ) = ci c j fi (K ) f j (K )

〈 f (K )〉2
, (2)

and

〈 f 2(K )〉 =
∑

i

ci f 2
i (K ),
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〈 f (K )〉2 =
[∑

i

ci fi (K )

]2

.

Here, fi (K ) is the atomic scattering factor and ci is the concentration of atoms of type i . The
partial reduced distribution functions Gi j(r) are related to Si j (K ) through

Gi j(r) = 2

π

∫ ∞

0
K [Si j(K )− 1] sin(Kr) dK . (3)

From the Gi j(r) functions the partial radial distribution function RDFi j(r) can be calculated
using

RDFi j(r) = 4πρ0c jr
2 + r Gi j(r). (4)

where ρ0 is the density of the alloy (in atoms Å−3). Interatomic distances are obtained from
the maxima of Gi j(r) and coordination numbers are calculated by integrating the peaks of
RDFi j(r).

2.2. RMC method

The basic idea and the algorithm of the standard RMC method are described elsewhere
[21–24] and its application to different materials is reported in the literature [10, 20, 26–39].
In the RMC procedure, a three-dimensional arrangement of atoms with the same density and
chemical composition of the alloy is placed into a cell (usually cubic) with periodic boundary
conditions and the GRMC

i j (r) functions corresponding to it are directly calculated through

GRMC
i j (r) = nRMC

i j (r)

4πρ0r2�r
, (5)

where nRMC
i j (r) is the number of atoms at a distance between r and r + �r from the central

atom, averaged over all atoms. By allowing the atoms to move (one at a time) inside the cell,
the GRMC

i j (r) functions can be changed and, as a consequence, SRMC
i j (K ) and SRMC(K ) are

changed. Thus, SRMC(K ) is compared to the S(K ) factor in order to minimize the differences
between them. The function to be minimized is

ψ2 = 1

δ

m∑
i=1

[S(Ki )− SRMC(Ki )]2, (6)

where the sum is over m experimental points and δ is related to the experimental error in S(K ).
If the movement decreases ψ2, it is always accepted. If it increases ψ2, it is accepted with
a probability given by exp(−�ψ2/2); otherwise it is rejected. As this process is iterated ψ2

decreases until it reaches an equilibrium value. Thus, the atomic configuration corresponding
to equilibrium should be consistent with the experimental total structure factor within the
experimental error. By using the GRMC

i j (r) functions the coordination numbers and interatomic
distances can be calculated. In addition, the bond angle distributions �i jl(cos θ) can also be
determined.

3. Experimental procedures

a-Ga50Se50 was produced by considering a binary mixture of high purity elemental powder of
selenium (Alfa Aesar 99.999% purity, particle size <150 µm) and scraped ingots of gallium
(Aldrich, 99.999% purity) that was sealed together with several steel balls (with diameter of
about 1 mm) into a cylindrical steel vial under an argon atmosphere. The ball-to-powder weight
ratio was 10:1. A high energy ball mill Spex Mixer/Mill model 8000 (working at 1200 rpm)
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was used to perform MA at room temperature. A ventilation system was used to keep the
vial temperature close to room temperature. The sample was milled for 15 h and analysed by
energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) measurements in a scanning electron microscope and
Mössbauer spectroscopy in order to determine possible contamination by the milling media.
The EDS results were: 49 at.% Se and 51 at.% Ga. There was no evidence of bulk Fe or Fe
compounds in the Mössbauer spectrum. The samples were formed by placing the powder onto
a porous membrane (Millipore, 0.2 µm pore size) in order to achieve optimal thickness (about
50 µm), and neither Kapton tape nor BN were used. The EXAFS measurements were carried
out at room temperature in the transmission mode on the D04B beamline of LNLS (Campinas,
Brazil), using a channel cut monochromator (Si 111) and two ionization chambers filled with
air as detectors, working at 10% and 70% efficiency, respectively, and the beam size at the
sample was about 1 × 3 mm2. This yielded a resolution of about 3.0 eV on Ga and Se K
edges. At these energies, harmonic rejection is irrelevant at the D04B beamline. The energy
and average current of the storage ring were 1.37 GeV and 120 mA, respectively.

The XRD measurements were carried out at the BW5 beamline [40] at HASYLAB. All
data were taken at room temperature using a Si(111) monochromator and a Ge solid state
detector. The energy of the incident beam was 121.3 keV (λ = 0.102 Å). The cross section of
the beam was 1 × 4 mm2 (h × v). Powder sample was filled into a thin walled (10 µm) quartz
capillary with 2 mm diameter. The energy and average current of the storage ring were 4.4 GeV
and 110 mA, respectively. To check for possible instabilities of the beam and the detector
electronics, scattered intensities were recorded in ten subsequent scans. Raw intensity was
corrected for dead time, background, polarization, detector solid angle and Compton scattering
as described in [40]. The total structure factor was computed from the normalized intensity
Ia(K ) according to Faber and Ziman [25] (see equation (1)).

4. Results and discussion

4.1. EXAFS measurements

The unfiltered EXAFS oscillations χ(k) at both K edges are shown in figure 1 and the absolute
value of their Fourier transforms (k3χ(k) on the Ga edge, 3.8–14.3 Å−1, and kχ(k) on the Se
edge, 3.4–14.3 Å−1, both using a Hanning weighting function), after standard data reduction
procedures using Winxas97 software [41], are seen in figure 2. Since they are of high quality
the EXAFS oscillations shown in figure 1 were directly fitted by using Gaussian distributions
to represent the homopolar and heteropolar bonds [42]. We also used the third cumulant
option of Winxas97 to investigate the presence of asymmetric shells. The amplitude and phase
shifts relative to the homopolar and heteropolar bonds needed to fit them were obtained from
ab initio calculations using the spherical waves method [43] and by the FEFF software. The
fitting results on Ga and Se edges are also shown in figure 1.

Structural parameters extracted from the fits are listed in table 1. Two things are worth
mentioning at this point: first, the upper limit of the first coordination shell is very well defined
and the contribution of more distant shells is negligible; second, the very good fits shown
in figure 1 were achieved only when Se–Se pairs were considered in the first shell. This fact
indicates that the local structure of a-Ga50Se50 produced by MA is different from its crystalline
counterparts as none of the known stable crystalline Ga50Se50 structures contains Se–Se bonds,
and it can explain the Raman band at 235 cm−1 observed in the RS data of this alloy, which
can be seen in figure 3 of [14]. The high quantity of Se–Se pairs determined by EXAFS and
the Raman band associated with Sen chains could indicate the presence of c-Se or a-Se in the
alloy, but its DSC measurement (figure 2 of [14]) does not show the melting of c-Se, which
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Figure 1. Experimental EXAFS spectra (full curve) and
their simulations (squares) for a-Ga50Se50 on the (a) Ga
K edge, (b) Se K edge.

Figure 2. Fourier transformation of experimental
EXAFS spectra: (a) on the Ga K edge and (b) on the
Se K edge.
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Figure 3. Experimental (full curve) and simulated (squares) total structure factors for a-Ga50Se50.

should appear around 217 ◦C, nor the glass transition or crystallization of a-Se, which should
occur at about 45 and 90 ◦C, respectively [44, 45]. Concerning these features, the structure of
our a-Ga50Se50 alloy is different from that found in liquid Ga50Se50 (l-Ga50Se50) studied by
neutron diffraction (ND) [46] and by molecular dynamics simulations (MD) [47, 48], which
could be attributed to the preparation method since samples produced by MA contain many
more structural defects and vacancies than those produced by melting. It is to be mentioned
that Se–Se bonding can also be found in GexSe1−x and GexSeyZnz thin films produced by rf
sputtering as was reported in a recent EXAFS study [49].

4.2. X-ray diffraction and RMC simulations

Figure 3 shows the experimental XRD S(K ) (full curve). It resembles the ND S(K ) shown
in [46] or [47] for l-Ga50Se50 but it has some important differences. The two first peaks for our
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Table 1. Structural parameters obtained for a-Ga50Se50. The numbers in parentheses are the
errors.

EXAFS

Ga K edge Se K edge

Bond type Ga–Ga Ga–Se Se–Ga Se–Se

N 1.6(0.5) 2.4(0.4) 2.4(0.4) 1.5(0.4)
r (Å) 2.39(0.02) 2.46(0.02) 2.46(0.02) 2.40(0.02)
σ 2 (Å × 10−2) 1.26 0.623 0.623 1.78

RMC

Bond type Ga–Ga Ga–Se Se–Ga Se–Se

N 1.2 2.5 2.5 1.3
r (Å) 2.42 2.42 2.42 2.42

Ga50Se50 compounda

Bond type Ga–Ga Ga–Se Se–Ga Se–Se
N 1 3 3 6
r (Å) 2.44 2.45 2.45 3.75

Ga50Se50 compoundb

Bond type Ga–Ga Ga–Se Se–Ga Se–Se
N 1 3 3 6c

r (Å) 2.39 2.47 2.47 3.74

a Space group P63/mmc.
b Space group P 6̄m2.
c The trigonal crystal of space group R3m has four Se–Se pairs.

alloy are narrower and better defined, the second peak is located at 3.3 Å−1 in a-Ga50Se50 and
it is found at 3.0 Å−1 for l-Ga50Se50 and the third peak, at 5.7 Å−1, has a shoulder at 6.7 Å−1

that is not seen for l-Ga50Se50. These features at medium K indicate that the local structure of
a-Ga50Se50 is really different from that found in l–a-Ga50Se50, as the EXAFS analysis and RS
data had indicated.

S(K ) was modelled by reverse Monte Carlo simulations [21–24] using cubic cells with
1600 and 12 800 atoms. The average density was ρ0 = 0.039 07 atoms Å−3. This value
was found from the slope of the straight line (−4πρ0r ) fitting the initial part (up to the first
minimum) of the total G(r) function [50]. The minimum distance of atoms was also extracted
from G(r) and fixed at 2.18 Å. All the simulations were performed considering atoms randomly
placed in the cubic cells as starting configurations. Then the following series of simulations
were carried out:

(i) Hard sphere simulation without experimental data to avoid possible memory effects of the
initial configurations in the results.

(ii) ‘Unconstrained’ runs (i.e. when experimental data were ‘switched on’). These runs led
to three essentially identical partial pair correlation functions and partial structure factors
which can be considered as linear combinations of the ‘true’ partial quantities. It is to be
mentioned that as neither the size nor other a priori information can distinguish between
Ga and Se atoms at this step no adequate coordination numbers can be obtained.

(iii) ‘Constrained’ runs. The experimental S(K ) was fitted by using EXAFS coordination
number values as initial guesses, which were then allowed to vary around the starting
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values. Comparison of experimental (full curve) and calculated (squares) structure factors
for the latter case is shown in figure 3, the partial pair correlation functions are given in
figure 4 and structural parameters obtained from the simulation are found in table 1.
EXAFS and RMC results show a very good agreement with each other, mainly, if we
consider that EXAFS data have an error of about 0.5 atoms in the partial coordination
numbers and 0.02 Å in the interatomic distances for such alloys. As has already been
pointed out EXAFS signals at both edges contain almost exclusively contributions of the
first coordination shells. Therefore we believe that using the coordination numbers derived
from EXAFS instead of fitting diffraction and EXAFS data simultaneously is justifiable
as we can incorporate all the element specific information obtained by EXAFS in our
simulation model in a simple and computationally cheap way.

(iv) The whole series of calculations was repeated from the very beginning with the
difference that during the ‘constrained’ run random steps resulting in non-zero Se–Se
first coordination number were rejected. It is important to note that if Se–Se pairs were
forbidden as first neighbours the simulations did not converge, reinforcing the results
obtained by EXAFS analysis.

The GRMC
i j (r) functions can be seen in figure 4. There are important differences between

these functions and those found for l-Ga50Se50 using MD [47, 48]. We should note some points
here:

(a) Both ND [46] and MD [47, 48] studies were performed on l-Ga50Se50 at 1030 and 1027 ◦C,
respectively, and there are many systems where the local environment changes upon
melting (for example water and Si).

(b) RMC is a rather unsophisticated tool as it works with a minimum amount of a priori
information (density, hard sphere diameter); therefore the deterioration of the quality
of the fit after introducing additional constraints suggests that these constraints are non-
physical, and this happens with our simulations if we try to force the coordination numbers
obtained by MD simulations.

(c) We tried to fit EXAFS data using MD results and only unreasonable fits were found. On
the basis of these points, we believe our GRMC

i j (r) functions should really not be the same
as those found by MD simulations.

GMD
Ga−Ga(r) in l-Ga50Se50 has two not well-isolated peaks at 2.51 and 3.75 Å and a slight

indication of a third peak at about 5.5 Å, whereas the two first peaks of our GRMC
Ga−Ga(r) function

are well defined and located at 2.42 and 3.87 Å, and the third peak is clearly seen at 5.82 Å.
The three first peaks of GRMC

Ga−Se(r) are seen at 2.42, 3.89 and 5.89 Å, and these positions are
close to those found for c-GaSe. On the other hand, the MD results on l-Ga50Se50 show only
very small indications of peaks beyond 3 Å. The first peak of GRMC

Se−Se(r) occurs at 2.42 Å,
indicating that there are Se–Se pairs in a-Ga50Se50 in the first coordination shell, in agreement
with EXAFS results. The next two peaks are found at 4.0 and 5.95 Å, which are relatively
close to Se–Se peak positions in c-GaSe. Both c-GaSe and l-Ga50Se50 do not have Se–Se
pairs as first neighbours, and this is the most important difference between these alloys and
ours. We should note that in l-Ga50Se50 the GSe−Se(r) function obtained by MD shows a weak
indication of a Se–Se coordination shell at 2.45 Å (see figure 6 of [47] or figure 3 of [48]),
which becomes clearer for l-Ga2Se3. This suggests that even in the liquid state Se–Se pairs
show a tendency to be formed, which is enhanced in the amorphous alloy produced by MA.

The positions of the first and second peaks in all of the GRMC
i j (r) correspond to a mean

bond angle of 107◦ for the four bond types (Ga–Ga–Ga, Se–Se–Se, Ga–Se–Se, Ga–Ga–Se)
that can be directly derived from the GRMC

i j (r) peak positions. As this is very close to the value
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Figure 4. GRMC
Ga−Ga(r), GRMC

Ga−Se(r) and GRMC
Se−Se(r) functions obtained from the RMC simulations.

describing perfect tetrahedral coordination (109.5◦) and NGaGa + NGaSe and NSeSe + NSeGa

are both close to 4 it is evident that we can assume that a-Ga50Se50 produced by MA has a
tetrahedral structure with a definite tendency to form homopolar bonds.

As a cross-check we compared our diffraction data with the structure factor of a-Si, a
tetrahedrally coordinated system [51]. To account for the differences of bond lengths and
densities (2.36 Å and 0.0505 Å−3 for a-Si, respectively) both K -values and amplitudes of
a-Si S(K ) were scaled down with the ratio of the corresponding values (0.975 and 0.774,
respectively) and they can be seen in figure 5. In our opinion the good agreement between
the two data sets is a very convincing illustration that the local structure of a-Ga50Se50 is also
tetrahedral.

The difference of the Ga–Ga and Ga–Se bond lengths in the crystalline modifications is not
greater than about 0.08 Å (see table 1) and they are also quite close to the value of 2.35 Å found
recently for a-Se [29]. As the spatial resolution of diffraction experiments is equal to π/Kmax

the S(K ) factor should be measured at least up to 40 Å−1 to get more detailed information on
the first coordination shell. It should also be mentioned that due to the value of the neutron
scattering lengths (bSe = 7.970 fm, bGa = 7.288 fm) neutron diffraction data would give
essentially the same information. Other techniques used to obtain information at the level of
Gi j(r) are either prohibitively expensive (neutron diffraction with isotopic substitution) or yield
limited spatial resolution due to the low Kmax value available (anomalous x-ray scattering).

5. Conclusion

In summary the local structure of an amorphous Ga50Se50 alloy produced by MA was
investigated experimentally with EXAFS and high energy x-ray diffraction. EXAFS analysis
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Figure 5. Comparison between rescaled a-Si (squares) and a-Ga50Se50 (full line) S(K ) factors.

led to the following conclusions: the average first coordination number in a-Ga50Se50 is close
to 4, indicating a tetrahedral local structure, Ga and Se local environments are similar and
Se–Se bonding is significant. This last conclusion is confirmed by the RS and DSC data seen
in [14]. All of these findings were checked and confirmed by RMC study of diffraction data: it
was possible to obtain a good fit with coordination constraints close to the EXAFS values while
runs without Se–Se first neighbours led to a poor agreement between model and experiment.

The present study illustrates how complementary information obtained by different
experimental techniques can be combined within the framework of reverse Monte Carlo
simulation. We believe that this is a useful and efficient way of modelling disordered
materials especially in cases where traditional methods (e.g. neutron diffraction with isotopic
substitution) are not appropriate.
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